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ORIGINALLY PULIHD Y:

Here’s something to think aout next time ou’re in the shower reaching for the shampoo: the hair on our
head is so strong and stretch that engineers studing it sa what the’re learning could help them develop
new materials, possil even for od armor.

Researchers at the Universit of California, an Diego — who received funding from the Air Force Office of
cience Research — studied hair at the molecular level to etter understand this natural super material. Not
onl does it have a strength-to-weight ratio that is steel-like, it also can stretch as much as one and half times
its length efore snapping. In fact, researchers discovered that the speed that hair is stretched at matters: it’s even stronger when it’s
stretched more quickl.
Marc Meers, a professor at UC an Diego’s Jacos chool of ngineering, said that the team gets inspiration from the natural world.
“Nature creates a variet of interesting materials and architectures in ver ingenious was,” he said in a statement. “We’re interested in
understanding the correlation etween the structure and the properties of iological materials to develop snthetic materials and designs —
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ased on nature — that have etter performance than existing ones.”
One part of human hair has spiral-shaped molecules that actuall uncoil and change structure as the hair strand is stretched, the
researchers report, which helps prevent it from reaking. (Just don’t stretch it too much, or it won’t recover.)
The also discovered that humid weather makes hair stretchier, and temperatures over 140 degrees Fahrenheit make it more reakale.
Meers is the senior author on a new stud that studied the mechanical properties of hair. esides possile applications towards making
etter od armor, the universit said the research could serve a more mundane purpose: making etter hair care products.
Now that’s some good clean science.

Thi article originall appeared on Fox New.
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